We show the effect of galaxy formation on the dark matter (DM) distribution across a wide range of halo masses. We focus on how baryon physics changes the dark matter halo shape, the so called "pseudo phase-space density distribution" and the velocity distribution within the virial radius, R vir and in the solar neighborhood. This study is based on the NIHAO galaxy formation simulations, a large suite of cosmological zoom-in simulations. The galaxies reproduce key properties of observed galaxies, and hence offer unique insight into how baryons change the dark matter morphology and kinematics. When compared to dark matter only simulations, the NIHAO haloes have similar shapes at R vir , but are substantially rounder inside ≈ 0.1R vir . In DM-only simulations the inner halo has a minor-to-major axis ratio of c/a ∼ 0.5. In hydro simulations c/a increases with halo mass and integrated star formation efficiency, reaching ∼ 0.8 at the Milky Way mass, reconciling a long-standing conflict between observations and DM only simulations. The radial profile of the phasespace Q parameter (ρ/σ 3 ) is best fit with a single power law in DM-only simulations, but shows a substantial flattening within ≈ 0.1R vir with hydro. Finally, the global velocity distribution of DM is similar in both DM-only and hydro simulations, but in the solar neighborhood, hydro galaxies deviate substantially from Maxwellian. Instead, dark matter particles show a more symmetric distribution, roughly Gaussian, around the mean, which has implications for direct DM detection experiments. Our results show that the comparison of theoretical predictions with observational data can no longer rely on pure collisionless simulations, but must include the effects of visible matter.
INTRODUCTION
N-body numerical cosmological simulations have proven to be powerful tools for modeling the properties of the 3-dimensional dark matter distribution in galactic haloes (Jing & Suto 2002; Allgood 2005; Bett et al. 2007; Hayashi et al. 2007 ; Macciò et al. 2007 ; Neto et al. 2007 ).
⋆ E-mail: ibutsky@caltech.edu † E-mail: maccio@mpia.de However, dark-matter-only cosmological simulations only take into account the effects of gravity such that the luminous components (the stars and gas) of a galaxy evolve through cosmic time exactly like the dark matter components. However, baryons can make up a large fraction of mass in the center of galaxies, and are subject to additional hydrodynamic effects such as gas cooling and the violent explosion of stars as supernovae. the internal matter and velocity distribution of dark matter haloes ). On average, such dissipationless cosmological simulations predict the ratio of the minor principal axis to the major to be < c/a >∼ 0.6. Observations, however, indicate that haloes are more spherical (Dubinski & Carlberg 1991) . In 2001, Ibata et al. used the Sagittarius Stream to put a lower bound on the shape of the inner Milky Way halo (defined to be between 20 kpc < r < 60 kpc) c/a 0.8. Other recent work found similarly spherical shapes for the inner halo of the Milky Way (Majewski et al. 2003; Helmi 2004; Martínez-Delgado et al. 2004) .
In a recent, detailed study, Law & Majewski (2010) presented a new N-body model for the tidal disruption of the Sagittarius (Sgr) galaxy which led them to conclude that our Galaxy has an oblate potential with a minor to major axis ratio of (c/a) φ = 0.72. This latter value can be seen as a upper limit on the shape of the matter distribution, which again suggests a possible tension between results of pure CDM simulations and local measurements of halo shape.
One possible solution to this problem could be related to the inclusion of a dissipative component such as baryons in cosmological simulations. Katz & Gunn (1991) and Dubinski (1994) were among the first to show that haloes in dissipative simulations were systematically more spherical than corresponding haloes in dissipationless simulations. Kazantzidis et al. (2004) analyzed the effect of baryons on the shape of dark matter haloes using high resolution hydrodynamical simulations of clusters of galaxies and, again, found a reduced triaxiality in dissipational simulations. That result was confirmed in several further studies (Springel et al. 2004; Debattista et al. 2008; Pedrosa et al. 2009; Tissera et al. 2010) . While there is an agreement that baryons tend to make dark matter haloes rounder, a quantitative prediction of this effect strongly depends on the prescription used to model baryons in cosmological simulations, which is not trivial task.
A large fraction of simulated galaxies used for studying the impact of baryons on the DM distribution were either plagued by the so called overcooling problem (which produced galaxies that were unrealistically dominated by baryons in their central region Kazantzidis et al. 2004) or were missing important aspects of the galaxy formation process such as star formation and feedback (Abadi et al. 2010) .
A noticeable exception has been the recent work by Bryan et al. (2013) , which employed the OWLs simulations (Schaye et al. 2010) , a large scale simulation that produced realistic large galaxies and cosmic structure in a full cosmological framework. These simulations found that baryons substantially changed c/a of massive galaxies. On the other hand they were able to resolve galaxies on the scale of the MW with only few thousand particles.
Shape is not the only parameter of the dark matter haloes that baryons might modify. A lot of recent attention has focused on the modification of density profiles (Gnedin et al. 2004; Abadi et al. 2010; Governato et al. 2010; Macciò et al. 2012; Pontzen & Governato 2012; , which helps reduce the tension on small-scales between DM-only predictions and observations (Di ). Another interesting quantity that is a slight variant on the density profile is the so called coarsegrained phase-space density Q = ρ/σ 3 that takes into account particle velocities as well as matter density. DM-only simulations show that radial profiles of Q are well fit with a simple power law ρ/σ 3 ∝ r α (Taylor & Navarro 2001) . Analytical work found a characteristic value for the power law slope of the Q profile, α = 1.944, for isotropic structures (Austin et al. 2005) . This value also reproduces realistic radial velocity dispersions through cosmological simulations (Dehnen & McLaughlin (2005) , but see also Schmidt et al. (2008) for a more critical interpretation). It is particularly interesting to check if baryons break this simple power law behavior of the dark matter coarse-grained phase-space density in simulated galaxies.
The dark matter velocity distribution is another very important parameter, since it has profound implications for the the predicted dark matter -nucleon scattering rates in direct detection experiments (Kuhlen et al. 2010) . Most models assume a Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) velocity distribution function. Therefore, a departure from the MB distribution might change the predicted rate of events for dark matter models in which the scattering is sensitive to the high velocity tail of the distribution, and for experiments that require high energy recoil events (e.g. Vergados et al. 2008) .
Recent high resolution DM-only simulations have reported substantial departures from a Maxwellian shape (Vogelsberger et al. 2009; Kuhlen et al. 2010) , with a deficit near the peak and excess particles at high speeds. In contrast, an analysis of the Eris hydrodynamical simulation of a single Milky Way like galaxy, showed a different behavior. Its velocity function maintains the Maxwellian distribution and shows a greater deficit than MB at high velocities (Pillepich et al. 2012) .
We revisit the issues of the effect of baryons on the dark matter properties using the galaxies from the NIHAO project (Wang et al. 2015) . The NIHAO project is a large suite of high resolution simulated galaxies. The sample includes more than 65 high resolution zoom regions with halo masses ranging from 10 10 to Z10 12 M⊙ . Each high resolution galaxy is resolved with at least 400, 000 elements (DM+GAS) and up to several millions (see Wang et al. 2015 for details). It is the largest sample of high resolution galaxies to date. The simulations show remarkable agreement with the stellar mass-halo mass relationship across four orders of magnitude of stellar mass. Thus a fully sampled volume would follow the observed galaxy stellar mass function. The simulations thus offer a unique tool to study the modifications that baryons induce to dark matter since it simultaneously combines high spatial and mass resolution with a statistical sample of galaxies across three orders of magnitude in halo mass. This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we discuss the feedback prescription used in creating the NIHAO galaxies; In Section 3 we discuss in detail the effects of baryons on the dark matter halo shape, pseudo phase space density and the velocity distribution. Section 4 offers a summary of our results, as well as their impact.
SIMULATIONS
We study simulations from NIHAO project (Wang et al. 2015) , that use baryonic physics from an updated version of the MaGICC simulations (Stinson et al. 2013) . The initial conditions are created using the latest compilation of cosmological parameters from the Planck satellite (The Planck Collaboration 2014); namely ΩΛ = 0.6825, Ωm =0.3175, H0 = 67.1, σ8 = 0.8344, n = 0.9624 and Ω b = 0.0490. The haloes to be re-simulated with baryons and higher resolution were extracted from two different pure N-body simulations with box sizes of 60, 20 and 15 h −1 Mpc, more information on the DM-only simulations can be found in .
The NIHAO project was designed to study galaxy formation over a wide mass range, from dwarf galaxies to massive spirals like the Milky-Way. The simulations maintain the same numerical resolution across the entire mass range meaning they all have (roughly) 10 6 dark matter particles within Rvir. This requirement sets the mass of the dark matter particle and the initial mass of the gas particles, since the latter is simply obtained by the dark matter mass multiplied
The zoomed initial conditions were created using a modified version of grafic2 (Bertschinger 2001; Penzo et al. 2014) . The starting redshift is zstart = 100, and each halo is initially simulated at high resolution with DM-only using pkdgrav (Stadel 2001) . More details on the sample selection can be found in Wang et al. (2015) . We refer to simulations with baryons as the hydro simulation, while we will use the term N-body for the DM-only simulation. Table 2 lists key properties for four galaxies across the mass range that are analyzed in more detail; the complete list of NIHAO galaxies can be found in Wang et al. (2015) .
The hydro simulation is evolved using an improved version of the SPH code gasoline (Wadsley et al. 2004) . The code includes a subgrid model for turbulent mixing of metals and energy (Wadsley et al. 2008) , heating and cooling include photoelectric heating of dust grains, ultraviolet (UV) heating and ionization and cooling due to hydrogen, helium and metals (Shen et al. 2010) .
For the NIHAO simulations we have used a revised treatment of hydrodynamics described in Keller et al. (2014) that we refer to as esf-Gasoline2. Most important is the Ritchie & Thomas (2001) force expression that improves mixing and shortens the destruction time for cold blobs (see Agertz et al. (2007) ). esf-Gasoline2 also includes the timestep limiter suggested by Saitoh & Makino (2009) , which is important in the presence of strong shocks and temperature jumps. We also increased the number of neighbor particles used in the calculation of the smoothed hydrodynamic properties from 32 to 50.
Star formation and feedback
The star formation and feedback modeling follows what was used in the MaGICC simulations (Stinson et al. 2013 ). Gas can form stars when it satisfies a temperature and a density threshold: T < 15000 K and n th > 10.3 cm −3 . Stars can feed energy back into the ISM via blast-wave supernova (SN) feedback (Stinson et al. 2006 ) and via ionizing radiation from massive stars before they turn in SN. Metals are produced by type II SN, type Ia SN. These, along with stellar winds from asymptotic giant branch stars also return mass to the ISM. The metals affect the cooling function (Shen et al. 2010) and diffuse between gas particles (Wadsley et al. 2008) . The fraction of stellar mass that results in SN and winds is determined using the Chabrier (2003) 
stellar Initial Mass Function (IMF).
There are two small changes from the MaGICC simulations. The change in number of neighbors and the new combination of softening length and particle mass means the threshold for star formation increased from 9.3 to 10.3 cm −3 , The increased hydrodynamic mixing necessitated a small increase of pre-SN feedback efficiency, ǫESF, from 0.1 to 0.13. This energy is ejected as thermal energy into the surrounding gas, which does not have its cooling disabled. Most of this energy is instantaneously radiated away, and the effective coupling is of the order of 1%.
RESULTS
To determine the properties of the dark matter halo, we considered all dark matter particles within Rvir(the radius that encompasses a density equal to 200 times the critical density of the Universe) found using the Amiga Halo Finder (AHF) (Knollmann & Knebe 2011) . The study makes a direct comparison between the haloes that form in the DMonly simulations (black symbols in each Figure) and those that form in the hydro simulations (red symbols).
The comparison is made between all of the axis ratios (c/a), the pseudo phase space density (Q), and the velocity distribution. We investigate the velocity dispersion both globally and in the Solar neighborhood.
Halo shape
For each simulation (DM-only and hydro), we define the principal axes of the shape ellipsoid such that a > b > c and define the ratio parameters, as s = c/a, q = b/a, p = c/b. To calculate the shape of the dark matter within a given radius, we begin with the assumption of a spherical ellipsoid, such that a = b = c. We then compute the inertia tensor Iij, defined as:
where m is the particle mass, α is the particle index and i, j refer to the coordinates. The radius is defined to be r Kazantzidis et al. 2004 ). The eigenvalues of this matrix produce new values for s, q, p. We iterate, using the eigenvalues of the previous matrix as the new assumptions of s and q, until the fractional difference of s, q, p converges to a tolerance value of 10 −3 .
In Figure 1 , we present the relation between the middle to major axis ratio (b/a, left) and the minor to major (c/a, right) as a function of radius. The solid line is for the integral measurement of the shape (i.e. c/a(< r)) while the dotted line is for the differential one. In each panel the last point marks the virial radius of the halo (in this paper we define Rvir as the radius that encompasses a density equal to 200 times the critical density of the Universe). For clarity and brevity we present results only four galaxies out of 67 in our sample, the total mass of each galaxy is reported in the corresponding plot.
The trend is similar across all masses: baryon physics processes such as cooling and stellar feedback modify the shape of the DM distribution. The effect of baryons physics is strongest at the center of the halo. In general, the hydro simulations maintain roughly the same shape from the center to Rvir. That shape is always rounder than the dark matter. At small radii, the dark matter becomes triaxial. Near Rvir, the shapes of the hydro and DM-only simulations converge to their most spherical shape in all the galaxies except the most massive one, g1.92e12.
The results of the dark matter halo shape at the virial radius for the whole NIHAO sample are shown in figures 2 (b/a) and 3 (c/a). At all masses the NIHAO galaxies and their pure DM counterparts show very similar values for the axis ratio, and in agreement with results obtained from larger samples of simulated dark matter haloes , black solid line). Debattista et al. (2008) described how the condensation of baryons into galaxy centers affect the dark matter shape. DM-only simulations produce haloes with a prolate shape, 1 2 a ∼ b ∼ c. Maintaining the prolate shape relies on dark matter staying on box orbits. A prime characteristics of box orbits is that they make close passages past the halo centre. As baryons cool and collapse into the centre, they deepen the potential well there and scatter material from box orbits into rounder loop or tube orbits. Tube orbits have an oblate shape, a ∼ b > c. Fig. 1 shows the gradual transition of inner halo shapes from prolate towards oblate as the mass increases: b/a increases to 1 more quickly than c/a.
Measuring the shape of dark matter haloes at the virial radius is a quite difficult task since there are very few (if any) tracers of the DM shape (or potential) that extend so far from the galaxy center. Figures 4 and 5 show the b/a and c/a ratio measured at 0.12 × Rvir, which is in the middle of the 20-60 kpc radius range of the halo that Ibata et al. (2001) state shaped the Sagittarius stream. The steady increase of c/a (and b/a) with Mvir reflects the increasing efficiency of star formation with halo mass. Fig. 6 makes the dependence of halo shape on star formation efficiency explicit. It shows the inner (R = 0.12 × Rvir) axis ratio versus the ratio between the stellar and the total mass. Since there are no stars in the pure DM simulation we use the empirical formula of Moster et al. (2010) to assign a stellar mass to each halo (black squares).
As expected for a very low values of M * /Mvir < 0.01 the influence of baryons is minimal and the halo shape does not change substantially between DM and hydro simulations. For larger values of the stellar-to-total mass ratio, the two distributions tend to diverge, with the NIHAO galaxies showing a substantially rounder halo shape. The shape agrees with the observations of Ibata et al. 2001 (green cir- cle). The behaviour of the NIHAO points is well reproduced by a simple linear fit in the log − log space:
log(c/a) = A log(M * /Mvir) + B
we find the best parameters to be A = 0.107 and B = −0.0087 and the 1σ scatter around the mean to be 0.127. The mean relation and the 1σ scatter are shown in figure 6 by the solid line and the grey area respectively. To get an idea of whether there is a consistent shift for the inner halo shape from the DM-only to the baryon simulation, Fig. 7 shows the ratio between (c/a)NIHAO and (c/a)DM as a function of Mvir. The trend of halo shapes becomes more spherical with increasing halo mass is clearly visible. We decided to fit such a ratio with a simple S-shape function: where M is the virial mass of the halo. We fixed the value of the s2 parameter to 1.0 and fit for the other ones using the Levenberg-Marquardt method, results are reported in table 3.1. The final fitting function is shown by the black line in figure 7 , while the grey area represents the 1σ = 0.156 scatter around the mean. Fig. 1 also hints that the violent motions of baryons caused by baryons in the centre of low mass galaxies also works to make the dark matter rounder. In the low mass g4.99e10, baryons make little change to the outer shape of the dark matter. However, the dark matter is almost completely spherical inside 2 kpc. Fig. 8 shows that is the same region in which the density profile has been flattened. It seems that the same mechanism that flattens density cusps to cores also makes the haloes round.
Dark matter pseudo phase-space density
Moving beyond the morphology of the dark matter, it is possible to also consider its kinematics. Taylor & Navarro (2001) defined "pseudo phase space density" as a simple relationship between matter density and velocity dispersion, a quantity that describes the matter distribution and kinematics of the dark matter together. They defined pseudo phase space density as:
where σ(r), ρ(r) are the velocity dispersion and density of the halo, respectively. Taylor & Navarro (2001) found that this simple combination of properties serves as a useful probe for understanding the origin of the universal DM halo profiles. Using DM-only simulations (Taylor & Navarro 2001) found that the pseudo phase space density follows a simple power law, Q(r) ∝ r χ , with χ ∼ −1.875. Since there is mounting evidence that baryons modify the DM density profile, ρ(r), (e.g. Governato et al. 2010; Teyssier et al. 2012; , , Tollet et al. 2015 , it is worth checking whether baryons also reshape the Q profile. Fig. 8 presents a comparison between the matter density profile (left) and the the pseudo phase-space density Q profile (right) for four galaxies in our sample (the same galaxies shown in figure 1) . Each density profile includes three lines: the density in the pure DM simulations (black solid line), the DM density in the hydro simulations (red solid line) and the total density profile (dark+stars+gas) in the hydro simulations (red dashed line). While profiles from DM-only simulations have universal Einasto-like shapes (e.g. , profiles from hydro simulations exhibit a core for low mass haloes which gradually steepens with halo mass, becoming even more cuspy than pure DM simulations of the most massive galaxies in our sample.
The Q profiles show a different behavior. Q in hydro simulations is always lower than its N-body counterpart. The profiles also flatten in the center even when the density profiles do not. The flattening of Q in the lowest mass halo (bottom panel) reflects the flattening of the matter density, which decreases the numerator in the definition of Q. For the other three panels, there is no such discrepancy in the matter density profile. However, the "total" density profile in the hydro simulation does get steeper in all three cases. The deeper global potential well causes the velocity dispersion of the DM σ to increase towards the center, thus flattening the inner part of the Q radial profile. As a consequence the pseudo phase-space density profile of the Dark Matter component departs from simple power law behavior at practically all mass scales probed by our hydrodynamical simulations.
Dark matter velocity distribution
As outlined in the introduction, the velocity distribution is crucial for the detection of DM in the Milky-Way. For this reason in this section we limit our analysis to galaxies with a mass similar to the one of our own Galaxy (≈ 10 12 M⊙), namely, g7.55e11, g8.26e11 and g1.92e12. Fig. 9 shows the velocity distribution of dark matter on two different scales. The first row of Fig. 9 shows the distribution of all DM particles within the virial radius while the second row shows the distribution only inside the solar neighborhood (7 kpc < r < 9 kpc).
The black lines show results from DM-only simulations while red lines are for the NIHAO galaxies. In both types of simulations a Maxwellian distribution well represents the global velocity distribution:
The best fit Maxwell functions are shown as dashed lines in figure 9 . When restricted to the solar neighborhood, the DMonly and the hydro velocity distributions differ substantially in all three galaxies. The DM-only simulations can still be well fit with a Maxwellian distribution, (even if they show a slightly larger tail at high velocity). Kuhlen et al. (2010) found similar agreement using higher resolution simulations. In the hydro case, the velocity distribution is much more symmetric around the maximum value and falls quite rapidly at high velocities. As a consequence, it is better fit with a Gaussian distribution:
The Gaussian fit is shown in the lower panels of figure 9 by the (red) dotted line that clearly provides a better fit than a Maxwellian (red) dashed line. The fitting parameters for both distributions (Gaussian and Maxwellian) are reported in table 3.3. Our findings confirm earlier results based on the single halo ERIS simulation (Guedes et al. 2011 ) and presented by Pillepich et al. (2012) . In their paper Pillepich and collaborators also reported a suppression of the wings and a more symmetric shape for the velocity distribution. In our simulations the differences between the pure DM case and the hydro simulations seem to be even larger. This discrepancy might be due to the stronger feedback model (which leads to a stronger baryonic impact) we have adopted in our simulations in order to balance the gas metal cooling, which was ignored in the original ERIS simulation.
As extensively discussed in Pillepich et al., the suppression of the tail of the distribution at high velocities has important consequences on the interpretation and the comparison of different direct detection experiments. For example it relaxes the tension between the (possible) signal of dark matter scattering reported by CDMS-Si (Agnese & et al. 2013 ) and the exclusion of such a signal from the Xenon-100 experiment (Aprile & et al. 2012) . We refer the reader to Mao et al. (2014) and Pillepich et al. (2012) for a more thorough discussion.
CONCLUSIONS
We used the NIHAO simulation suite (Wang et al. 2015) to investigate the impact of galaxy formation on the properties of the dark matter distribution within haloes.
The NIHAO suite is a large simulation campaign aiming to produce a large sample of high resolution simulated galaxies in a cosmological context. It is an extension of the MaGICC simulations (Stinson et al. 2013) and it has been performed with an improved version of the SPH gasoline code (Keller et al. 2014 ) which fixes the well known problems of particle based hydrodynamical codes (Agertz et al. 2007 ). The NIHAO project counts more than 65 simulated galaxies across two orders of magnitude in halo mass (10 10 − 10 12 M⊙), with each of the galaxies resolved with at least 4 × 10 5 elements. For each galaxy we have, at the same resolution, a pure N-body (collisionless) simulation and a full hydrodynamical simulation, which allows us to assess the effect of baryons on a halo-by-halo basis.
Here, we focused on three key properties of dark matter haloes: the halo shape, the radial profile of the pseudo phasespace density and the dark matter velocity distribution both global and in the solar neighborhood. Our results can be summarized as follows:
(i) The shape of the dark matter halo within the virial radius is similar between pure DM and hydro simulations. At smaller radii, however, the hydro simulations become rounder. There is a strong mass dependence to the difference between the inner halo shape (measured at 12% of the virial radius) from the pure DM simulations and hydro simulations. At low masses (< 10 11 M⊙) the dark matter halo tends to retain its original triaxial shape, while at higher masses (≈ 10 12 M⊙) the inner halo becomes more spherical with an average minor to major axis ratio (c/a) of 0.8 . This brings numerical predictions into good agreement with estimates of the inner halo shape in our own Galaxy. We show that the mass dependence of the variation of the halo shape is related to the increase of star formation efficiency with halo mass, which raises the contribution of stars and gas to the overall potential.
(ii) In hydrodynamical simulations the radial behavior of the dark matter pseudo phase space-density Q ≡ ρ/σ 3 is no longer well represented by a single power law. At all masses the Q radial profile shows a flattening towards the center of the halo. At low masses this flattening is due to the creation of a core in the dark matter potential (Tollet et al. 2015) . At high masses it is due to the deepening of the total potential well which increases the velocity dispersion of the dark matter, while the density profile doesn't show large departures from the pure N-body case.
(iii) The velocity distribution of the dark matter in Milky Way-like haloes, when computed inside the virial radius, is well fitted by a Maxwellian, and it is similar to the pure DM case. But when we restrict our analysis to the solar neighborhood (7 kpc < r < 9 kpc) we find that in the hydro simulations the velocity distribution largely departs from a Maxwellian fit. It is more symmetric around the maximum and falls quite rapidly at high velocities; overall it is well fit- ted by a Gaussian distribution. The lack of high velocity particles has important consequences for the interpretation and comparison of Dark Matter direct detection experiments.
Our results show that baryons have important effects on the dark matter not only in the very inner part (e.g. with the formation/destruction of density cores, Tollet et al. 2015) but also on the global properties of dark matter. The understanding of the nature of dark matter and the comparison of theoretical predictions with observational data can no longer rely on pure collisionless simulations, but must include the effects of visible matter.
